Top Trumps – Multiplication and Addition Game

This fun game uses Top Trumps as a basis to enable children to practice addition and multiplication
strategies while reinforcing correct mathematical vocabulary.
There are 36 cards in the Top Trumps deck; each card features an image of a mathstick figure and
two mathematical statements. One statement is an addition and the other a multiplication. This
gives four different mathematical elements (or categories) for each player to choose from: factors,
addends, products or sums.
Both Factors and Products need no introduction. Sum is simply (and accurately) the ‘result’ when
two or more terms are added together. An Addend is one of the terms being added.
9 as a factor: 9 x 11 = 99
9 as an addend: 9 + 3 = 12
9 as a product: 3 x 3 = 9
9 as a sum: 4 + 5 = 9
The game works best with four players. Shuffle and deal all of the cards face down. Each player holds
their cards so that they can see only the face card of their pile. The player to the dealer's left starts
by selecting an item to read out from their face card:
With this card, the player could choose the
first Addend (75) or the second one (100).
Similarly he could choose one of the factors
(3 or 9), however, 3 would be a poor choice
here since there are many more factors
higher than 3 in the pack. Alternatively, he
may do a quick calculation and decide to
state the Sum (175), or the Product (27)
The other players then read out the same item from their face card. The one with the highest value
wins and places all the top cards, including their own, to the bottom of their pile. It is then their turn
again to choose an item from the next card.
If two or more cards have the same high value for that particular mathematical term then all of the
cards are placed in the middle of the table and the same player chooses again from their next card.
The winner of the next hand can now take the cards from the table too.
The player with all the cards at the end is the winner!
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An example play: three players look at the face-card of their pile and see:

It is the first players turn and (since he cannot see the other cards) he feels he has an advantage with
the high addend, 100. However, he will lose out to the third player since they have 101. He would
also have lost out if he had chosen to go with Highest Sum, 175 (75 + 100). In fact, in this situation,
he cannot win with this card!

Highest Addend = 101: the third player will win.

Highest Sum = 180: the second player will win.
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Highest Factor = 12: the second player will win again!

Highest Product = 90: the third player will win again!

The first player had bad luck. However, other combinations of cards will work in his favour.
Encourage the children to check each others calculations whenever products and sums are chosen.
Also, ensure the children use the vocabulary correctly, and encourage them to think carefully about
their choices. There are many occasions (as above) when the equation with the single highest
addend does not create the highest sum. Similarly, one high factor does not mean you will
necessarily have the highest product!
On the 36 cards:





The Factors range from 1 to 1000
The Addends range from 0 to 1020
The Products range from 4 to 10,000
The Sums range from 5 to 1,045

Notes:




If you do not use the term ‘Addend’ in your school you can play the game without it,
children only choosing Sum, Factor or Product. However, this diminishes the game
somewhat and also begs the question: “why aren’t you using ‘addend’?”
Please ensure the children (and everyone around them) use the term Sum correctly: it is the
result of adding two or more numbers (addends) together, it is not the term for the number
problem (equation) itself.
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